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Once upon a time, a young woman was told she had to come up with an idea for a
thesis film, and so the year of fear began... fear of failure, fear of success, fear of actually
finishing and having to face the world once again. Out of all that fear a film finally arose
called One.
CONCEPT
The processes employed throughout my thesis film were very different from those
ofmy other films. Even its conceptualization followed a different path. I essentially
worked in reverse. With my other films the story came first, and the characters, style,
medium, etc, all followed. This time though, the characters created the story.
The film began with the idea of converting several Kenyan woodcarvings into 3D
models. I was fascinated with the idea ofhaving a somewhat abstracted, primitive,
carving of an animal move and behave as a real animal. The next step was to develop a
story in which to place these characters. I started by researching African creation myths
and other stories. I had written my own creation story during my first quarter at RIT and
liked the idea of returning to that same concept for my final film
-
coming full circle. I
was still greatly attracted to the idea of converting creation-type tales, that were
historically oral in nature, to amore visual medium. I also liked the simplicity of such
tales and the clean way in which they related complex ideas.
Inmy first project, for example, the origin of the moon was addressed using a
faceless Eskimo on a plain of snow. Spotting a fallen star, he tries to throw it back into
the night sky where it came from. It is too light to throw, and, like a feather, drifts slowly
back to the ground. He rolls the glowing sliver into a large snowball and tosses it once
again into the sky. With the added weight, it sails through the air and becomes the moon.
Quiet, thoughtful, elegant, and simple - that was the kind of story I wanted to tell again
with my thesis.
To get started, I read dozens ofmyths from all parts ofAfrica, secretly hoping to
find a story I could do an adaptation of rather than taking the time to write my own. I
was unable to find anything that had the strength of story that I wanted. I didn't give up
on finding a shortcut though. I expanded my search to include stories from other
cultures, but still nothing clicked. I finally realized there was no way around it. I was
going to have to write my own story. I was very disappointed at the time, but know now
that it was actually a blessing. After all, one of the reasons I liked the Eskimo story so
much was because it was my own. I had succeeded in writing a truly original story that
sounded like an old folktale, a story of creation that originated in a different time and
culture and that was passed from one generation to another. A great part of the pride I
take in One is that it is my own original story and that it has a timeless quality to it.
To create the story, I went back to square one. In the beginning, my idea was to
create 3D models ofmyKenyan collection. In my head I pictured a herd of angular
wooden gazelle's on an open Savannah, so I went back to that image and wondered,
"What is the story here? What could they do next?
Why?"
I finally discovered a story
concept through a series of questions and answers similar to the following:
Q: What else do gazelles do besides graze?
A: They are easily startled and run.
Q: What would make them run?
A: A predator.
Q: Who are their predators?
A: Lions and men.
Q: What's the difference between the two?
A: A lion kills for food. He uses his claws and teeth. A man uses a tool which
sets him apart from other animals. He kills for food like the lion, BUT he
also kills for the sake ofkilling. The tool he invented for survival is also
the same weapon that is used to kill outright.
It was that final answer that became the
"story"
I wanted to tell. By continuing
the line ofquestioning (asking how man got there and how he got the tools he needed to
create a weapon), I eventually worked my way backward to another strong concept. I
came upon the idea that by leaving his tools behind, man's creator, whom I call One,
bestowed upon man the power to create. Man, however, is not a god. He lacks the same
creativity, artistry, and knowledge, and thus his creation is that of a weapon, a tool not of
creation, but ofdestruction. Other concepts wove themselves in and out of these two
main ideas and soon they all merged into the original treatment (see Appendix A).
CHARACTER DESIGN
The original design of the animal characters came from a series ofKenyan
woodcarvings that I have collected over the years. There is something about their
abstracted form, their smooth finish, and even their particular earthy scent, that
inexplicably draws me to them. The carvings are beautifully abstracted with long lines
and a mixture of straight cut edges and smoothly polished curves. There is a great
variation in quality and detail from one piece to another, but I am most attracted to those
with clean, minimal, details. Those were the pieces I wanted to duplicate in 3D.
I did, in fact, use my actual figures as base models for the characters inmy film. I
lacked the modeling skills to realistically render the exact carved look of the figures,
however. This bothered me for a long time. In essence, I liked the characters verymuch,
but I thought others would see them as too simple. Instead of seeing their simplicity as a
happy accident or the result ofpurposeful design as others saw it, I saw it only as proofof
my inability to model and therefore tortured myself to find ways to make them more
complicated. I tried endless shaders and filters to try to make them look like paintings or
drawings or in some other way loosen their lines. I even tried reconstructing some of
them to shape the edges more organically (like they had been handcrafted instead of
having geometrically precise straight edges). Nothing worked. In the end I finally gave
up the silly notion that a complicated model was a better model and went back to my
original square-faced models. Whether you call them overly simple or just stylized, they
were, at least, unique, and they were all that was needed to tell the story.
In a stroke of luck, I was able to use same model for both the carved version of
the animal as well as the
"live"
version by simply adjusting the smoothness of the
model's surface. That proved to be a great time saver.
I hadmuch more difficulty deciding on the look ofboth Man and One. I first
considered basing them on Kenyan carvings as well. Such a carving, however,
pinpointed the origin of the characters and the story as being Massai. While I wanted the
story to have a definite African feel to it, I was reluctant to limit it to a specific group or
area. To do so, I felt, would not only separate the audience from the story, but also put
myself in a position where I might inadvertentlymislead others about that culture's
beliefs or in someway disrespect that culture. I was fearful ofbeing seen as a white girl
trying to write about, or steal from, cultural beliefs/icons that she didn't understand.
I broadened the search and looked at masks and carvings from other African
cultures. The more faces I saw the more I certain I was that I wanted to return to my own
trend of faceless characters. I realized that I was subconsciously trying to identify each
mask, ifnot by culture then at least by time period. Once again it was tyingmy film to a
specific place or time. I finally stumbled upon a painting byMoga while seeking out
inspiration on art.com. The rounded, faceless head sticking out of an abstracted robe was
just what I was looking for. I loved the shapes he already had created with standing
figures and was even more excited about the shapes that were possible as that shape
moved and the arms became outstretched. The characters ofMan and One became the
least original pieces of the entire film, since I only slightly adapted Moga's style to create
them both.
As for the texturing of the characters, I decided very early on to use toon shading
(high contrast shading) throughout the film. It was part of the simplicity that I was
aiming for and something that worked quite well forme in my previous film, Refraction.
In this case, I didn't want to take away from the design of the characters by using
complicated, realistic textures. Color, however, was still important to me. I used it to
subtly emphasize specific characteristics or roles. Relying on common symbols and my
own rational, I chose the royal and wise color ofpurple for One, the earthy, bright, lively
color ofyellow for the animals, and amixture of the animal yellow and a bloody, darkly
powerful red to make an orange color forMan. I was afraid that the color choice might
be lost on the audience, but was happy to hear others acknowledge the same particular
attributes of each color in their own unprompted statements about the film.
BACKGROUNDS
The hardest part of this film to visualize was the world in which it all took place.
In the original treatment I wrote of a savannawith a large acacia tree, but inmymind I
really could see none of that. The set for this film just never seemed to materialize. I
thought maybe if I just started animating that the backgroundwould start to reveal itself
to me, but it never did. I threw in a plain yellow background to test my animation as I
went, and soon foundmyself growingmore and more attached to it as a background. I
was torn though, because I was equally attached to a line I had written for the narration
that read, "when he exhaled, all the colors ofhis dreams took
flight."
I knew I couldn't
stay true to that line with a plain yellow background.
Unable to solve the problem on my own, I asked a fellow student, Brian Vogt, to
do some conceptual drawings for me based on that one line of text and what he already
knew of the rest of the story. While his drawings were excellent, theywere far too
realistic formy taste. However, one of them, the savanna unrolling from a spiral, was a
possibility. I recreated it in Painter and inserted it as a stand-in for what I hoped would
be a wild scene of spiraling wind that unraveled to form the impression of a landscape.
As screening time drew near, however, nothing more materialized. I had the words, but
could never get around the mental stumbling block that prevented me from forming a
clearmental picture ofwhat it was they were describing. At the absolute last minute, I
finally gave up and just duplicated the spiral several times.
While I grew more and more partial to the solid colored background for the rest of
the film, I continued to pursue other options, forgetting once again that "less is
more."
I
thought I should at least use a color shift to denote a horizon line. In many shots it
worked quite well, but in any shot with a camera move, it fell apart quite quickly and was
distracting. I also tried a variety of filters to give the surface various textures of stone or
fabric. These looked great in still shots, but failed to move with the action and again
became a distractionwhen applied to an animated sequence.
While I still am not satisfied with the use of the spiral as a transition, I am pleased
with the plain background used throughout the rest of the film. It keeps the focus where
it should be, on the characters, yet does its part, through color, to convey the appropriate
feeling by switching back and forth from darkness to light. Its simplicity also helped
make One's departure, and the simultaneous transformation to night, more magical.
ANIMATION
Animate: to give life to. It was indeed the animation that finally brought this film
to life forme. I struggled every step of the way with this film, especially in its
preproduction, but things finally began to click when I was able to start animating. The
first time I got excited at all about doing this film was the day I started modeling the deer.
I spent hours just modeling the head and couldn't wait any longer to see it move. I threw
a temporary skeleton in it and, in only about 20 minutes, made it raise its head, turn to the
camera, flick its ear, then lower back down to graze. I was mesmerized by that simple
series of actions and watched it over and over and over again. At school, at work, at
home, I looped the cycle and watched it, transfixed. This overly simplified, polygonal,
bodyless deerwas alive. It was magic! It had no eyes, or details of any kind, yet through
the motions you knew exactlywhat it was thinking and how it behaved. It was actually, I
believe, more real than if it had been carefully textured and sculpted, because it left room
for the imagination to fill in all the details perfectly
-
one of the reasons why I have
chosen so many times to have faceless characters in my films.
The deer continued to be a favorite character ofmine. It took on a life of its own
and really became the star of the show. If I had givenmyselfmore time, I would have
loved to have done additional scenes with him playing the role ofOne's curious little
puppy. As it was, he set the bar for the other characters and really helped me define the
animation for the film. It was the simple addition of an ear flick that really established
the character, and I wanted to bring that magical touch to all the characters, especially the
animals. My love, after all, is character animation, and this film was my chance to really
showcase my ability to see the
"moments"
and small touches that really tell who the
character is.
As much as I struggled with the rest of this film, when it came to animation I
suddenly had no shortage of ideas. I started to do some research about animal
locomotion, since I had never animated a four-legged walk cycle before, but never got far
enough to put any of it to use. I had much more fun figuring it out for myself. I
photocopied pages and pages ofEadweard Muybridge's photographs of deer, lions, even
water buffalo in motion, but never got around to looking at them. Instead, I jumped right
in, acting everything out and finally putting to use the knowledge gained from years of
watchingNational Geographic specials on PBS. I'm sure I could have very easily
gone
pose to pose straight fromMuybridge's photos and had a precise walk, but only by acting
it out could I feel the walk and understand its motion. Only then could I understand the
weight shifts and subtle movements that make the whole character believable. With the
lion, for example, I got on all fours and rubbed up against the couch. Each time I did it I
paid attention to a specific part ofmy body. I feltmy head and shoulder drop, and knew
which paw it was that had to be out in front at the time. I felt the weight shift from side
to side and could even visualize the curve of the upper body as it dropped and raised back
up again. Internalizing all that made it much easier to translate it to the model on the
screen. Animation became much quicker and much more fluid rather than mechanical.
Interestingly, in the course ofmy animal antics, I came to the realization that
technically correct is not always the way to go. Early on I did a test walk cycle for the
deer by figuring it out in my head. Soon after, Lorelei Pepi showed me a video clip that
illustrated the actual footfall patterns of a four-legged walk. To my surprise, my cycle
was completely wrong, yet, when I played it for others, not one person felt that it was
unnatural in anyway. It simply
"felt"
right, so I left it and continued to feel my way
through the rest of the animation.
While many of the telltale traits of each of the animals came from sheer intuition,
such as the sway of the elephants, or out of occasional moments ofbrilliance, such as the
lion wrapping its tail around man, most of the actions ofMan and One came from a
wonderful session with Barbara Geary. Barbara is the instructor for Physical Expression
for Animators, a class that I took duringmy second year. She reviewed the script, then
met me in the studio to act it out line by line. As a stage actor, she is great at finding
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strong poses and gestures that are meant to read in silhouette and from a great distance.
Such poses translated well to the faceless, simple characters ofmy film. Likewise, her
improv skills added wonderful details to the story, including when One magically pulls
the tools out of the air and then later sits down to continue carving all the animals.
EDITING
Editing has always been a weak point ofmine. I often forget that it's not just
about the shot itself, but about how it relates to the shot before it and the shot after it. I
didn't want to fall into that trap again, so I tried to work out some of the shot framing
issues up front. Not being able to draw well enough to convey space and camera angles
appropriately, I tried video taping myselfwhile acting out the shots. While this didn't
really help all that much with editing, it did provide some interesting shot options that I
wouldn't have discovered otherwise. The transition from one carving to another by
concealing them behind the sleeve ofOne's robe was one such discovery.
After working with a classmate on his story, and seeing how much more
flexibility he had by drawing his storyboard out on index cards, I finally gave
storyboarding a try. To my amazement, I was able to draw the scenes out much better
than I had expected. Doing each shot on a different card allowed scenes to be shuffled,
added, and deleted easily and having a storyboard in any format made discussions of
editing with my primary advisor, Lorelei Pepi, much easier. Laying the cards out on the
table, I could see the movement from shot to shot more clearly, and was better able to see
the points she made in her explanation of editing choices. Additionally, the format
proved helpful when Lorelei hadme run through the entire film, describing what was on
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the screen in each scene, while she quickly jotted down thoughts on Post-ItNotes and
attached them to various cards as I went. It was a very useful way to deal with the film
in
its entiretywithout getting bogged down discussing each detail as we went. When I was
finished, we tackled each note in its turn, and then I attached the Post-It Notes to the
back of their respective cards as reminders ofwhat had to be addressed in that shot.
Editing did not end with the storyboard, however. As I finished scenes and
started dropping them in a timeline, they did not always relate to each other as expected.
Though it seemed logical to put two particular shots togetherwhen viewing them as two
still images of a storyboard, those same two shots didn't always go together when
movement was added. Sometimes the solution was as simple as finding a new camera
angle for the shot and re-rendering it. Other times it involved changing the timing of a
particularmotion or the even the total reanimation of an action. In the end, though, it
came down to once again feeling my way through the piece. I didn't always know what
was wrong with a particular edit, but I did know when it felt wrong, and kept working at
it until it felt right again.
SOUND
I had difficulty figuring out exactly what sound I wanted for this film. From the
beginning I knew I wanted a narrator to tell the story, but that the voice would have to be
used sparingly. As an example, I used the film, Al Tudi Tuhok. I loved the interest that
the narrator brought to that story, and wanted to be able to use words as well as visual
elements to tell my story. I tested two possible narration voices, one male and one female
and decided on the male voice. His was a deep voice with a heavy South African accent,
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but it lacked mystery and the sound of an old ancestor that I was looking for so I didn't
actively pursue it. Since I had intended from the beginning for the visual elements ofmy
film to stand alone, I continued to work on the film while hoping to stumble upon a better
voice talent.
In the end, I wasn't able to dedicate enough time to the language of the script to
raise it to the level where it would have been a positive addition to the film, and so I
reluctantly decided to drop it. Instead I found a composer, Amanda Jacobs, and began
working with her on a soundtrack. She was verymuch in tune with what I was looking
for, and pulled together a group of amateur drummers that GregMadore recorded. Later
Greg and I, with Amanda's partial assistance, put together various takes of the drumming
session into a continuous piece ofmusic. While for the most part, we did a pretty decent
job ofpiecing it together, neither Greg nor I are musicians and so there are obvious
places where our lack ofmusical talent and shortage of time, are apparent to those who
are listening closely.
SCREENING
Screening night was a true testament to what my classmates have termed, in my
honor, as
"Maggiation."
Completed in an almost ridiculously short amount of time, and
entirely at the last moment, my film went from being in jeopardy of even being finished,
to being the only graduate film from my class to be accepted into the RIT Honor Show.
While I still cringe at certain cuts, and countless flaws in the animation, that night I was
very proud of the film I presented and pleased to be able to do so in the presence ofmy
parents, two siblings, and so many friends. The comments I received after showing my
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film were exactly the comments I hoped I would get, and from the people who I knew
were the best qualified to judge such things. The strongest reactions were in response to
the animation of the animals - how true to their specific species their actions were, and
how the small details of each made that possible. Other comments related to the unique
look the film had as well as to its strong, meaningful story.
CONCLUSION
In the end, I find it odd that I was able to produce such a seemingly deep and
personally driven piece without ever really feeling connected to it. Even now that it is
finished it feels like it is only a temporary idea and that my real thesis concept is still
brewing somewhere in the recesses ofmy brain, just waiting for the right opportunity to
break out.
Though the gap between me and the film made it that much more difficult to
complete, in the end I am pleased with the way it came out. I am eternally grateful to all
who helped to shape both it, and me, along the way. At that top of that list is Lorelei
Pepi, who went beyond what any facultymember could reasonably be expected to do to
keep me on track and ensure that this film was a success. I chose her out of respect for
her sense of aesthetics, her teaching ability, and her tendency to set the bar high and push
her students hard. I was not disappointed in the results. Thanks also to my chair,
Howard Lester, to Mary Barnard, and to the army of friends and family that it took to
push and prod me all the way to the end.
Appendix A
Proposal
Working Title: In the Beginning Start Date: September 2002
Producer: Carina Maggio End Date: May 2003
Budget: $99,590/$165 Running Time: 5 minutes
Story
"God"
creates the earth and its inhabitants. One ofhis creations, Man, picks up God's discarded
tools and creates a weapon, which forever changes his relationship with the other creatures of the earth.
Synopsis
Once in a time before time even existed,
"God"
set foot upon the earth and sat beneath an Acacia
tree to view his newly created world. The deep blue of the sky and the golden glow of the plain beneath the
warming sun made him very pleased, and he smiled. As he sat and took in all that surrounded him, his
smile slowly turned to sadness. He soon began to feel verymuch alone in this vast and silent new world.
As he sat and pondered this, a breeze swept across the plain and caused a branch of the Acacia to
brush against him gently. He studied the branch and the tree above him for a moment and then quickly set
to work. He broke a small branch from the tree and eagerly began to whittle away at one end. Soon a
carving of a small bird began to take shape. When it was finished,
"God"
blew gently upon it like the
sweet wind that had stirred him. When he did so, the carving came to life and flew off on the breeze filling
the air with song.
"God"
listened to the song and was pleased. He then fervently began to carve again. He carved
lions, deer, zebra, buffalo, and elephants. Soon the branch was nearly gone and
"God"
put down the knife
and branch and looked around at the world once more. He saw around him an abundance of life and was
pleased.
After admiring his work,
"God"
started to return back to his home in the sky, but saw the
remaining bit ofbranch and decided to make one more creature. He took extra time with this one,
fashioning it in his own image. When it was finished, only a sliver remained of the Acacia branch.
"God"
lay down his knife and the branch and blew life into the new form. When the creature came to life,
"God"
stood admiring his world once again and pointing out its beauty to
"Man"
his new creation. As the sun




and returned to his home in the sky.
Alone, and with darkness coming,
"Man"
became afraid. The little bird saw this and cooed
reassuringly from the tree above. The lion also came and
"Man"
curled up safely in his mane and slept.
For a time
"Man"
took his place with the animals living peacefully. But one day
"Man"
returned
to the Acacia tree where
"God"
created him. There he found the knife and the small sliver of the branch
"God"
had used. He picked them up and like
"God"
began to whittle. He didn't have the creativity of
"God"
though, and the stick continued to look like a stick.
"Man"
grew frustrated and started waving the
stick around. This frightened the animals around him. This pleased
"Man"
and he chased the animals with
the stick just to watch them run. Possessing greater speed than "Man", they quickly darted out ofhis reach.
Eager to be able to chase them further,
"Man"
pulled a vine from the tree and tied it to the stick making a
bow. He then picked up a thin whittled strip from the ground and used that as an arrow. He shot it off
towards the horizon where the animals had come to rest. It struck the little bird that first eased his fear and
killed her. The other animals fled to the distant hills and caves where, to this day, they still hide in fear of
"Man"
who continues to search for them carrying a bow.
Approach
The characters of this film will be based on Kenyan woodcarvings and other African artwork.
They will be rendered in 3D, but retain a carved look. Other elements of the film will be a mix of 2D and
3D with a very natural color palette ofyellows, golds, and greens
Timeline (Script, shot list, storyboard and animatic completed May-September)
WEEKl Sept. 1-7 Set/Char. Design
WEEK 2 Sept. 8-14 Set/Char. Design
WEEK 3 Sept. 15-21 Rough Sound
WEEK 4 Sept.22-28 Modeling
WEEK 5 Sept 29-5 Modeling
WEEK 6 Oct. 6-12 Modeling
WEEK 7 Oct. 13-19 Modeling
WEEK 8 Oct. 20-26 Modeling
WEEK 9 Oct. 27-2 Modeling
WEEK 10 Nov. 3-9 Modeling
WEEK 11 Nov. 10-16 Modeling
WEEK 12 Nov. 17-23 Texturing
WEEK 13 Nov. 24-30 Texturing
WEEK 14 Dec. 1-7 Texturing
WEEK 15 Dec. 8-14 Lighting
WEEK 16 Dec. 15-21 Lighting
WEEK 17 Dec. 22-28 BREAK
WEEK 18 Dec. 29-4 BREAK
WEEK 19 Jan. 5-11 BREAK
WEEK 20 Jan. 12-18 Char.Animation
WEEK 21 Jan. 19-25 Char. Animation
WEEK 22 Jan. 26-1 Char.Animation
WEEK 23 Feb. 2-8 Char.Animation
WEEK 24 Feb. 9-15 Char. Animation
WEEK 25 Feb. 16-22 Char. Animation
WEEK 26 Feb. 23-1 Char. Animation
WEEK 27 Mar. 2-8 Char. Animation
WEEK 28 Mar. 9-15 Char. Animation
WEEK 29 Mar. 16-22 Char. Animation
WEEK 30 Mar. 23-29 Other Animation
WEEK 31 Mar. 30-5 Other Animation
WEEK 32 Apr. 6-12 Effects,/Rendering
WEEK 33 Apr. 13-19 Rendering
WEEK 34 Apr. 20-26 Rendering
WEEK 35 Apr. 27-3 Compositing
WEEK 36 May 4-10 Sound Final Credits
WEEK 37 May 11-17 Editing
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Black then title "Kwasuka
Sukela"
In the forests, and on the plains, animals
everywhere now live in fear, but it was not always
so.
Cave painting of a hunter following a herd with his
spear raised.
Painting fade to black.
Long ago, before the sun and before the stars,
before time even began, there was only darkness.
And in the darkness was One. One was the
beginning, the creator.
Blackness, then God is seen sitting, head bowed.
One awoke, and stretched, and took a deep breath. God awakes, stretches.
When he exhaled, all the colors ofhis dreams took
flight.
Vibrant colors blow like the wind from God's
mouth. God stands, spinning as he blows. His
spinning transitions to a mass of spinning colors
that settle into layers - loose interpretations of the
earth, sky, mountains, and such.
One was pleased with his work and decided to
continue. With his knife he began to carve new
beings., visions from his dreams.
God pulls a knife and stick from inside his robe and
begins to carve.
Shavings fall to the ground. Through a dissolve
sequence, the pile grows larger. Image ofGod is
superimposed in another layer momentarily,
showing the progress of the carving. Shavings
continue to fall.
God takes one more slice and holds the carving up
to his face. He inhales, then exhales, his breath
traveling inmagical swirls from inside him to inside
the deer.
The deer springs to life, growing in size as she leaps
from his hands to the ground. She jumps and twists
playfully in a circle around God. She stops and
God pats her on the head.
Pleased with the little deer, One continued to
carve.
Sequence of shavings falling, God carving, blowing
on new animals, animals coming to life. Montage
-
layers, dissolves, interesting transitions.
God stops and looks around at his creation. He sees
animals grazing, babies withmothers, etc.
With the last bit ofwood, One decided to make
something special. . .
Takes remaining bit ofwood and carves again.
This time carving slowly and carefully.
...something
that would remind the others ofhim. The carving begins to take the shape ofGod.
God carefully examines the carving, takes a deep
breath, and blows. The carving is knocked
backward off ofhis hand. As it tumbles through the
air, it grows and changes color. It lands, and is
Man.
Side by side the two stood as One showed his
world to Man.
In a long shot, God andMan stand and look upon
all the other animals.
But soon it was time for One to go, to go on to
dream ofother worlds.
God vanishes and with him goes the light. The
. background changes to a black/blue (moon or stars
represented?) Animals and man change colors,
outline becomes white. Man looks up at the sky,
and then from side to side, quickly.
Tired from the long day, the animals gathered
together to sleep, butMan, the last to be created,
was still wide awake. He grew frightened as the
light disappeared and he could no longer see.
The animals all gather together and lay down
slowly. Man sits, but turns quickly toward any
animal movement. His actions are jumpy and
quick, while the animals are slow and calm.
With the light went the warmth as well, andMan
grew cold. It was the largest of the beasts, the
lion, that took pity onMan and offered the warmth
ofhis mane and the serenity ofhis presence.
The lion walks around behindMan and lies down,
almost wrapping his body around him, and lays his
head down to rest.
Man looks at the lion, around at the other animals,
and then curls up against the lion and sleeps.
And so, in the darkness, they slept. . . and dreamed. White of animal outline becomes white of the stars.
Stars blend together to become the sun.
In the morning, the light returned, The animals wake and rise, one by one, and begin
to graze.
The lion wakes and wakes man as he rises.
Bringing with it, many new opportunities. Man stands and stretches. Looking around, he sees
God's knife and a remaining sliver ofwood.
Gathering One's forgotten tools, Man tried to
carve.
Man picks up the stick and knife and begins to
carve. Animals graze nearby.
And he tried... Shavings fall to the ground, man looks at the stick.
Disappointed, he carves more.
And he tried. . . More shavings falling through the air, then large
pile of them is seen.
And he tried. Man looks at the sharp point he is making on the
stick and carves more frantically.
Shavings pile up aroundMan's feet. He looks at
the stick again, still a sharp point.
But it was no use. Waves the stick in the air, angry.
The animals in unison pick up their heads and dart
off a little ways. They look back at man. He stops
waving the stick and looks at them. They drop their
heads and begin grazing again.
Man watches for a moment, looks at the stick, and
waves it again.
The animals were not pleased withMan's efforts. The animals sprint off a little further, stop, go back
to grazing.
Man waves the stick again, but the animals don't
respond.
Man approaches animals, waves stick.
Animals more leisurely jog off a ways, then stop
and eat.
Man advances a little and waves the stick. Animals
don't respond.
Unable to keep up with the animals, Man soon
became angry.
Man waves stick more frantically. Still no
response.
Man throws the stick. As it sails through the air, it
becomes slightly elongated, becoming a spear.
Animals look up. Man watches the spear. Spear
strikes the lion.
The lion falls dead, blood running from the wound.
The animals cautiously approach the lion.
Man hesitates, then approaches the lion. The
animals all step back.
Man studies the lion, looks up at the animals. Ears
forward and alert, the animals watchMan.
Man turns back to the lion, puts a foot upon its
ribcage, and pulls the spear from the lion's
gut. As
he does so, his robe turns red, absorbing the lion's
blood.
Holding the spear over his head, man turns to the
animals, and they flee.
Man follows with his spear held ready.
And that is howman became powerful and
animals came to live in fear.
Fleeing animals transform to drawing/paintings.
Camera zooms out to reveal man and his spear
following behind them. It becomes the scene from
the opening
- the cave painting of a hunter
following a herd.
